Mass Shooting Protocol
FIRST 24 HOURS

A RESOURCE FOR U.S. MAYORS AND CITY MANAGERS

The Mass Shooting Protocol & Playbook is a two-part resource intended for mayors, city managers, and their staff. The Protocol covers the first 24 hours of the response. The supplemental Playbook provides best practices and resources city officials can use to prepare for, respond to, and recover from a public mass shooting.
Mass Shooting Protocol: The First 24 hours

This Protocol is the result of research involving mayors, first responders, and others who have responded to a public mass shooting. Below you will find key decisions that you, as mayor, will need to make during the first 24 hours of the response. There are also links to the companion guide, the Mass Shooting Playbook, for additional information and resources to help with ongoing crisis management. Additionally, best practices for preparedness actions can be found in the Playbook. To obtain a copy of the Playbook, please visit www.UnitedOnGuns.org.

1. Communications
   - Your primary role during the response is as the “communicator-in-chief.” Decide in consultation with your police chief who will speak about what. Often law enforcement officials communicate details about the investigation. The public will look to you for messaging about public safety, updates about the victims, referrals to mental health resources, and messages of unity and healing. Secure the press area to prevent unauthorized officials from speaking to the press pool.
   - Your first challenge is to get as much information as possible, as often as possible, from law enforcement. Ask for a dedicated police official whose sole responsibility is to keep you informed.
   - Schedule early and regular press briefings, even when there isn’t much new information to share, to prevent the development of rumors and misinformation.
   - Release information relating to the shooting via one social media account (ideally operated by the public safety office), to be amplified by the city and other agencies. Direct all press inquiries to this single, monitored account.
   - Host a dedicated webpage where all public information about the shooting is posted and updated, along with names of the victims. This will reduce the intense pressure to respond promptly to public record requests.
   - Consider including a “How You Can Help” section for the public in press releases and all social media and online messages.
   - For more information, see Playbook Chapter 1 on Communications.

2. Emergency Operations
   - Confer with your City Counsel, Chief Administrative Officer, Chief of Staff, and Chief Financial Officer. This “C4 team” should meet daily to coordinate emergency operations and reduce legal exposure to the city and its employees.
Consider making a local declaration of emergency. There is no downside to making the declaration immediately; it triggers mutual aid agreements, has the potential to defray costs relating to police overtime costs, and may protect the city from legal risks.

For more information, see Playbook Chapter 2 on Emergency Management.

3. Victims and the Families

- Prioritize the needs of victims and family above all else. Designate a member of your staff to serve as family liaison to keep you updated on their needs.

- Ensure the location of the Family Reunification Center (also called the Family and Friends Reception Center) is separate from the press center. It should be scalable and have a secure perimeter to prevent the press from approaching grieving family members.

- The families of victims should receive death notifications in the most timely, humane way, private way possible. Applicable law can slow the process. You may need to engage with the coroner’s office and law enforcement to urge them to find a way to speed the release of victims’ names to their families.

- Confirm there are dedicated victim advocates assigned to the families.

- After the families are notified, quickly establish the Family Assistance Center to ensure the immediate needs of victims and families are met, including appropriate mental health services.

- Spend time with the victims and families. Take their calls (including calls from families from previous shootings who have invaluable insights to share). Visit victims in the hospital. Attend their funerals if invited. Consult the families when planning vigils and developing the distribution protocol for public donations.

- Activate national resources. The American Red Cross can help you establish the Family Assistance Center. The FBI Victim Services Division has significant family assistance resources and expertise you can tap into even if the FBI is not the lead law enforcement agency in the case. However, the city must initiate the request for assistance from both organizations.

- For more information, see Playbook Chapter 3 on Victims and Families.

4. Donations

- Arrange a funding mechanism to accept donations immediately. If the city has a 501(c) (3) charitable entity already established, you can use it for this purpose (forming a new one make take too long). Alternatively, the National Compassion Fund (www.nationalcompassionfund.org) or a trusted community foundation can receive the funds. Whichever funding mechanism you choose, establish the fund as soon as possible after the shooting and encourage the public to give to only one, trusted fund to avoid fraud.
The distribution of the fund should be developed in close consultation with the survivors and families of the victims. Families of victims of previous shootings strongly recommend that 100% of the funds go to the victims and their families. However, some cities have set aside a small portion of the funds raised for education initiatives, mental health services for affected communities, and the restoration of a place of worship damaged during an attack.

For more information, see Playbook Chapter 5 on Donations.

5. Vigils

- The community needs to grieve and will want to arrange a vigil immediately following the shooting. Security may be required, which could delay the vigil if the law enforcement response is ongoing.

- Take steps to avoid politicizing the shooting. Doing so will further traumatize the families of the victims. This may mean limiting the speaking roles of elected officials (including visiting VIPs).

- If the shooting is a hate crime or perpetrated by a member of a marginalized faith or ethnic group, the risk of retaliation against that group may become an issue. Consult with faith leaders to host an interfaith vigil if relevant.

For more information, see Playbook Chapter 9 on commemorations.

6. VIP Visitors and Elected Officials

- Federal, state, and local elected officials may converge on the city. Direct them to activities that will be helpful to victims and their families.

For more information, see Playbook Appendix B on VIP Visits.

7. Mental Health

- Trauma is a major issue. You will be affected, as will your staff, first responders, families of the victims, and nearly everyone in the city at the time of the shooting. Consult with your local public health agency, victim assistance experts, and local mental health providers as soon as possible as to develop trauma-informed messaging.

- Provide information about available mental health resources in your press briefings. Take the time to learn about psychological first aid to ensure that victims and families receive appropriate services.

For more information, see Playbook Chapter 10 on Mental Health.
Mass Shooting Protocol: Checklist
(Selected actions from the comprehensive checklists found in the Playbook)

Communications

☐ Establish a regular schedule for communicating with the press and follow it.
☐ Decide which officials will speak and in what order at press conferences.
☐ Keep messages simple, credible, and consistent. Correct misinformation.

Emergency Operations

☐ Activate the Emergency Operations Center. Request regular briefings from a designated law enforcement official.
☐ Assemble your “C4” team to provide coordination and legal compliance.
☐ Consider whether to make a declaration of emergency.

Establish Family Reunification and Assistance Centers

☐ Work with law enforcement, the American Red Cross, the FBI, and local partners to establish the Family Reunification Center (FRC) and the Family Assistance Center (FAC).
☐ Ensure both centers are located separately from the Joint Information Center (away from the press), have a secure perimeter, and are scalable.
☐ Communicate FRC and FAC locations and services in press briefings.
   Urge the coroner to release victim’s names to families as soon as possible.

Establish the Victims Fund

☐ Establish a victims’ fund right away using city-operated 501(c)(3) charitable entity, the National Compassion Fund, or a local foundation.

Begin Planning for Recovery

☐ Seek the guidance of mental health experts to develop trauma-informed messaging and to ensure appropriate mental health services are available.
☐ Plan vigils in consultation with families and the affected community.
About the Mass Shooting Protocol & Playbook

This Protocol is a four-page overview of a mayor’s role during the first 24 hours after a mass shooting. It highlights the key decisions the mayor will need to make and contains links to the playbook that can provide additional information as needed. A one-page checklist highlighting immediate action steps is also included.

The Playbook is a resource guide that is informed by the recommendations and experience of mayors who have responded to a mass shooting. It is organized into ten topic areas: communications, emergency management, victims and families, law enforcement, donations, school shootings, community partnerships, legal considerations, commemorations, and mental health. Each chapter includes the actions and training that a mayor can take in advance of a mass shooting; actions a mayor should take during the response phase; and guidance for providing services to victims, family members, and the broader community as they recover. The Playbook features case briefs of the six mass shootings researched for the project, with key takeaways. These case briefs may be useful to mayors for planning and training purposes, as well as to researchers and law enforcement officials. Finally, the Playbook includes appendices that contain additional resources, such as a compilation of all training resources, funding resources, and information about urban gun violence and suicide.

For more information or to obtain a copy of the Mass Shooting Playbook, please visit www.UnitedOnGuns.org.
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